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Introduction
Synthesis
At Mittaria, we envision a world in which social platforms are owned and driven by its users. The
users – whose content generate value – collectively co-own the platform, and the early adopters see the value
of their investments appreciate in tandem with the experienced growth. A core team works around the clock
on platform development, while community members create and grow their talents. This imagined future
sounds like – an imagination, but – it is achievable, it is here.

Vision
To connect, curate, and nurture creativity through our IPs and NFTs.
A platform for individuals which enables them to share their passion, love for animation, talents, and
aspirations. A community of support – a safe haven.

Mission
An entertainment hub where creatives co-own and co-author content to collectively bring to life their
imagination, empowering a global community of animation enthusiasts.
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Market Analysis
Social Platforms
In 2022, Social networking sites are estimated to reach 3.96 billion users and these figures are
expected to grow as mobile device usage and mobile social networks increasingly gain traction in previously
underserved markets. Social media is an integral part of daily internet usage. 1 On average, internet users
spend 144 minutes per day on social media and messaging apps, an increase of more than half an hour
since 2015.2

1

Statista. (2022, March 8). Global Social Media Ranking 2021. Statista. https://www.statista.com/statistics/272014/global-social-networks-rankedby-number-of-users/

2

Statista. (2022, January 28). Number of social media users worldwide 2010-2021. Statista. https://www.statista.com/statistics/278414/numberof-worldwide-social-network-users/
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Animation Market
The global animation market was worth $259 billion in 2018, and expected to grow to $270 billion by
2020. Animation continues to be a lucrative business, with consumers increasingly expecting higher quality
graphics in gaming, better visual effects in movies, and a more immersive consumption experience(s).

Animation in Entertainment
Animated features often perform well at the box office, with films such as ‘Shrek’, ‘Finding Nemo’ and
‘Minions’ proving to be hits with children and adults alike across the globe. Between 1995 and 2019, the
highest grossing animated movie at the North American box office was Brad Bird’s ‘Incredibles 2’, earning
around $200 million more than other beloved Disney favorites ‘The Lion King’ and ‘Frozen’. Computergenerated imagery (CGI) which creates photorealistic effects has incited debates about whether the movies
are live-action or animated and paved the way for a whole new breed of cinema. Animation has indeed come
a long way, and the 3D animation market in the U.S. has been growing steadily since 2014 with further
increases predicted for the coming years.3
The global Animation market size is projected to reach USD million by 2028, from USD million in
2021. Animation market growth in the Asia Pacific is primarily driven by countries, such as China, Japan,
India, and Singapore.4

3

Statista. (2017). Global animation market value 2017-2020. Statista. https://www.statista.com/statistics/817601/worldwide-animation-marketsize/
4

MarketWatch. (2022, June 13). Animation Market Share, Size, 2022 Industry Growth, Global Major Companies Profile, Competitive Landscape
and Key Regions 2028. MarketWatch. https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/animation-market-share-size-2022-industry-growth-globalmajor-companies-profile-competitive-landscape-and-key-regions-2028-2022-06-13
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The Potential of Web3 and its Implications for Creators
Decentralized internet based on blockchain technology will empower masses of social creators and
reduce their dependence on large social media platforms.5

Use cases emerging from and on Web3 such as non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and digital avatars have
become big themes in 2022 as influencers and celebrities engage their follower base more directly and build
their brands. There is a marked increase in the number of social tokens — creator-issued tokens that give
followers a stake in their work — as well as NFTs in circulation, which will further attract a new generation of
creators. The audience develop a higher degree of affinity towards the creator due to a sense of ownership
towards their digital assets and utility promised through smart contracts. 6

5

Esber, J., & Kominers, S. D. (2022, May 16). Why Build in Web3. Harvard Business Review. https://hbr.org/2022/05/why-build-in-web3

6

Mittal, A. (2022, January 3). Web3: A blockchain-based next era of internet is set to break cover. The Economic Times.
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/tech/technology/web3-a-blockchain-based-next-era-of-internet-is-set-to-breakcover/articleshow/88655869.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst
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The contribution of Web3 in the creator economy will exponentially increase the amount and number
of ways a creator can monetize, resulting in a huge increase in market capitalization. Several platforms and
tools designed to set up a direct relationship between followers and creators facilitate ownership, access to
become a part of their favorite creator’s journey, and get exclusive access to their content via tokens. 7
Creators are minting NFTs or putting in the work to create their digital avatars for metaverse to
prepare themselves for an inevitable evolution of the internet – a creator-centric one, this is where Mittaria
comes in. For the first time, animation enthusiasts can engage with their community to create content they
want to watch.

Value Creation
To ensure creator freedom, Mittaria is an ecosystem in which creators can benefit from multiple
sources of funds from the content provider and followers’ support. Mittaria creators can earn from content
providers once their work reaches the target levels, they can also earn through different sources, their
followers, and the community whose shared dream project(s) become market-ready animated features!
Mittaria creators who reach target levels can also catalyze their dreams through consultation and support
from professional animation maker individuals and/or teams.

7

Andrén, T. O. (2022, May 16). Council Post: How Web3 & Blockchain Tech Can Empower Artists. Forbes.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesagencycouncil/2022/05/16/how-web3--blockchain-tech-can-empower-artists/?sh=16e6212b7483
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Mittaria
Mittaria Lore
Mitria, an entity, who came in to being with the existence of the universe is happiness personified.
She presides over the happy hormones reflected in every smile, hug, and laughter. To truly celebrate life,
creation, and delight – Mitria created a flower shaped land of eternal happiness called ‘Mittaria’ in which the
power to generate happy hormones is granted to those who live there.
Mittaria is divided into four connecting continents. Each continent is home to beings who have higher
concentrations of a specific happy hormone.
Spirits representing each hormone rule over their respective land as follows:
Dova, the land of Dopamine and home to heroes who enjoy challenging quests.
Oriel, the land of Oxytocin and home to heroes who enjoy spending time with others and fostering
friendship.
Sirona, the land of Serotonin and home to heroes who enjoy creativity and magic.
Emin, the land of Endorphin and home to heroes who love lore and adventure.
Although each land has their own higher-level hormone, everyone – both heroes and visitors alike,
still have all four within their bodies. Like with most things, there must be a balance between the hormones – a
harmony that fortifies an individual to lead a fulfilled life. A slight imbalance may cause a being to transform
into a “monster”.
This is where the heroes are called upon by their lands – to keep a watchful eye and safeguard
against any unfortunate mutations that threaten their happiness. In the event that they are turned, these
“monsters” gather in the Dark City that lies within the shadow of Mittaria. The heroes from each continent and
the visitors of Mittaria will have to work together to deal with these “monsters”.
The battle is to salvage and save, not to destroy. Using the hormones of happiness within
themselves, the heroes and their allies seek to restore the balance within the “monsters”, and turn them back
to their former selves so they can rejoin the community.
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Welcome to Mittaria
Life is about finding happiness – however one may interpret it. All beings gravitate toward what
brings them joy, elicits laughter, sparks meaningful connections, and a healthy dose of fun.
Animation is one way to bring happiness to the world. This is the reason Mittaria has been built as a
home for creators and animation enthusiasts.
Our goal is to build a web3 social platform where individuals can come to nurture and grow their
creativity, and animation enthusiasts can come to meet, share, converse, socialize and enjoy meaningful time
together.
T&B Media Global (Thailand), the leader in entertainment business in Thailand is moving forward to
create a new phenomenon in the digital world by launching Mittaria. With T&B’s extensive IPs and familyfriendly content, Mittaria will bring to life “Extended Happiness” to all.
Mittaria will also launch periodic NFT collections based on the IPs of T&B Media Global (Thailand).
With its proprietary blockchain technology, the social platform enables true ownership of digital assets and
access to utilities. The NFTs are the key to unlock and experience the full range of benefits in the metaverse
ecosystem.

9
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The four zones in Mittaria are all worth exploring no matter your preference,
Creator Space – A studio where creators can access tools to produce content and share it to the
world.
Animation Lover Hub – A gathering space for the community where people from all walks of life can
watch, talk, review, and rate all kinds of animations together.
Virtual Event – An online meet up space, “Let’s get closer to your favorite celebrities and creators!”
Experience Mittaria – Bring out your avatar to enjoy quests and mini games, “Earn rewards once
completed!”
We are building a global animation-enthusiasts community.
Come and join us in Mittaria!

Creators
Mittaria equips creators with tools to produce content and share directly on the platform resulting in
rewards from both Mittaria and followers’ donations.
Mittaria exists through and for talented creators, which is why the platform offers career growth
opportunities, especially in animation-making.

Animation Enthusiasts
Mittaria is a community-first social platform. Participation and distribution is not only celebrated, but
encouraged within the community. Users can earn rewards from being active and helpful, and participating in
events and/or activities. Followers also can donate tokens to support their favorite creators.

Principles of Mittaria
Create Your Stories
Mittaria is the future social platform where creativity thrives in a shared and supportive world
community.

Grow Your Dreams
Ideas and concepts have the potential to reach mass scale as Mittaria enables creators to access
professional animators – an imagination sandbox!

Own Your Avatars
Decentralization allows true ownership of digital assets and interoperability within the metaverse
ecosystem.
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Mittaria NFT Collections
1. The Genesis

An entity borne with the universe, Mitria is happiness personified. She is visible, tangible and exists
in every smile, hug, and laughter. Presiding over the happiness of all beings gives her purpose and
meaning. This is the reason why she has created Mittaria, a land of everlasting happiness that celebrates
life and here, she shares her special energy with everyone.
The Genesis NFTs, the first NFT collection of Mittaria, are unique ERC-721A hand-drawn beautiful
spirits living on the Ethereum blockchain. There will be only 2,222 NFTs in total. The Genesis NFTs are the
most powerful and beneficial NFT in Mittaria. The Genesis holders will have a lifetime membership access and
enjoy the ultimate utilities in Mittaria.

11
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Utility
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Special Mittaria NFT airdrop
Whitelist for future projects
Earn coin rewards
A chance to win exclusive items
Special merchandize drops
VIP Discord channels for early news/insights
Early access to metaverse and events
Intellectual Property (IP) under terms & conditions
In-real-life events special access
And much more...

Distribution
Details
Team and Partners
Marketing
CROWN Token Holders
Public Mint
Total

No. of NFT
60
18
111
2,033
2,222

12

% Distribution
2.7%
0.8%
5.0%
91.5%
100.0%
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2. Looking for Gods

‘Looking for Gods’ is a collection of 9,999 hand-drawn Chinese style watercolor art living on the
Ethereum blockchain. These NFTs represent a community of talented people. All holders can access our
exclusive Discord channel and participate in activities to level up and transform their NFTs.
We encourage you to join us to unlock yourself and discover your abilities.
Let us define ‘God(s)’ in our own ways.
We value people for what they do over who they are.
What kind of ‘God(s)’ would you like to be?
Discover with us in ‘The Way to Gods’.

Utility
•
•
•
•
•

Participate community events to level up
NFTs transformation
Chance to be shown in the future animation
Exclusive Discord channel only for holders
Intellectual Property (IP) under terms & conditions
And more to come…
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Distribution
Details
Team and Partners
Marketing
The Genesis Holders Raffle
Public Mint
Total

No. of NFT
270
80
500
9,149
9,999
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% Distribution
2.7%
0.8%
5.0%
91.5%
100.0%
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Mittaria Token
Mittaria Token is the utility token of the Mittaria. Users can earn Mittaria Tokens through participation
in activities and/or purchase from an exchange.

Transaction
Mittaria Tokens are required for every transaction in the Mittaria,
• Purchase future NFTs
• Purchase tickets to participate online events and/or activities

Staking
• Users can stake Mittaria Tokens to earn rewards
• Creators can stake Mittaria Tokens to level up and unlock new abilities and rewards

Earn Mechanism
• NFT holders can claim rewards
• Staking rewards
• Participate online events and/or activities
• Complete quests and/or mini games

Donation
Followers can donate Mittaria Tokens to support their favorite creators.
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Roadmap
Phase 1: Q2/2022
•
•
•
•

Launch of Mittaria website
Launch of Mittaria Discord & Twitter
Launch ADOT Marketplace
Collabs

Phase 2: Q3/2022
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blockchain Audit
Crown Token Holder Benefits
The Genesis NFT sale
The Genesis NFT reveal
Looking For Gods NFT sale
Looking For Gods Special Features

Phase 3: Q4/2022 - Q1/2023
• Launch token
•
•
•
•
•

Launch DeFi
12Zodiac NFT sale
Millennium Fables NFT Sale
Launch Virtual Event
DAO Charity

Phase 4: Q2/2023
• Out of The Nest NFT sale
• Launch of merchandise
• Special NFT Collections

Phase 5: Q3/2023
• Planet sale wave 1
• Launch of Mittaria Metaverse alpha
• Launch of Create to Earn (C2E) feature

Phase 6: 2024
• Build a galaxy in Translucia
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Team
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T&B’s Network
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Disclaimer
This Mittaria litepaper is for general information purposes only. It does not constitute investment
advice, recommendations, or any form of solicitation. Any information provided is at all times subject to
change by the sole discretion of Mittaria and T&B Media Global (Thailand).
Mittaria reserves the right to reject any usage of fungible tokens or non-fungible tokens on the
Mittaria Platform. Mittaria rejects any responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind
whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from: (i) reliance on any information provided, (ii) any error, omission
or inaccuracy in any such information; or (iii) any action resulting from such information. To the fullest extent
permitted by applicable law and except as otherwise specified in writing by Mittaria: (i) NFTs are provided on
an “as is” and “as available” basis without warranties of any kind, and Mittaria expressly disclaims all implied
warranties as to the NFT tokens, including, without limitation, implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for
a particular purpose, title and non-infringement; (ii) Mittaria does not represent or warrant that the NFT tokens
are reliable, current or error-free, or that technical defects in the NFT tokens will be corrected; and (iii) Mittaria
cannot and does not represent or warrant that the NFT tokens or the delivery mechanism for NFT tokens are
free of viruses or other harmful components.
No terms in this litepaper constitute a prospectus, an offer document of any sort, or are intended to
constitute an offer of securities, or a solicitation for investment in securities. If you receive NFT tokens through
an airdrop, please note that any Mittaria platform contribution and/or participation does not represent,
constitute or involve the exchange of value for any form of securities, investment units and/or form of ordinary
shares in any project, in any platform, in Mittaria, or any other related company.
This litepaper in any part thereof and any copy thereof must not be transmitted to any country where
distribution or dissemination of these documents and its information is prohibited or restricted. No regulatory
authority has examined or approved to this date of any of the information set out in this document. The
publication, distribution or dissemination of these terms do not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory
requirements or rules have been complied with.
To the fullest extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, Mittaria, its founders,
team members and any third party involved in the project shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to
loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any
acceptance of or reliance on the information in this litepaper, or any part thereof and/or information provided
on the Mittaria web page. To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law: (i) in no event will Mittaria or any of
the company parties be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential, or exemplary damages of
any kind (including, but not limited to, where related to loss of revenue, income or profits, loss of use or data,
or damages for business interruption) arising out of or in any way related to the distribution or use of NFTs,
regardless of the form of action, whether based in contract, tort (including, but not limited to, simple
19
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negligence, whether active, passive or imputed), or any other legal or equitable theory (even if the party has
been advised of the possibility of such damages and regardless of whether such damages were
foreseeable); and (ii) in no event will the aggregate liability of Mittaria and affiliate parties (jointly), whether in
contract, warranty, tort (including negligence, whether active, passive or imputed), or other theory, arising out
of or relating to NFTs or the use of or inability to use NFTs.
All statements contained in this litepaper, the Mittaria webpage, statements made in press releases
or in any place accessible by the public and oral statements that may be made by Mittaria, its founders, team
members and any third party involved in the project and acting on behalf of Mittaria, that are not statements of
historical fact constitute “forward-looking statements”. No information in this litepaper should be considered to
be business, legal, financial or advice regarding contribution or participation to the development of the
Mittaria Network and any of its projects. Mittaria does not make or intends to make, and hereby disclaims, any
representation, warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any
representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy, and completeness of any of the
information set out in this litepaper.
All NFT recipients are responsible for implementing reasonable measures for securing their own
wallet, vault or other storage mechanism used to receive and hold NFT tokens, including any requisite private
key(s) or other credentials necessary to access such storage mechanism(s). If any private key(s) or other
access credentials are lost, the holder may lose access to their NFT Tokens. Mittaria is not responsible for any
losses, costs or expenses relating to lost access credentials. Mittaria shall have no obligations in any form or
whatsoever to you in respect of NFT tokens. It is the token holder’s entire responsibility to withhold, collect,
report and remit the correct taxes to the appropriate tax authorities regarding any received NFT tokens.
Prior to the DAO launch, Mittaria will maintain control over the protocol. Upon launch of the DAO,
Mittaria will no longer maintain any control over the protocol, which will be completely dictated by the DAO
and the Ethereum smart chain. Mittaria expressly denies any and all responsibility for any transactions
occurring via the Ethereum smart chain or through any third party. Mittaria also maintains the sole discretion
to launch the NFT token on a different blockchain, and in no way is required to launch on the Ethereum smart
chain or any other blockchain whatsoever.
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